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3. Transportation management, to prepare students
for managemènt positions in urban and regional transit
authorities or service agencies'

The second and third tracks would be open to stu-
dents who have a background in a nonengineering field
such as urban planning. We are also promoting training
programs in traffic engineering that are suitable for
the local personnel responsible for this work in prac-
tice.

In conclusion, the new programs at the University
of Oklahoma do not address all of the needs and con-
cerns involved in transportation professional training'
nor can this program solve the problem of the unattrae-
tiveness of many positions in urban and state transpor-
tation organizations, But if the program can succeed in
attracting higher-caliber students to the transportation
field, refardless of their undergraduate background, it
is believéd that a significant contribution to the pro-
fession will have been made.
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United States: Programs for the 1980s

and Beyond
Edwin P. Patton, C, John LangleY,

Reviving Railroad Education in the

Jr., and Michael S, Bronzini

The results of a survey on the modern educational needs of the railroad

industry, conducted with more than 90 senior'level members of the rail'
road ind ustry. government agencies, suppl iers, consultants, assoc¡ations,

and universiiiei, are discussed. The consensus view is that the industry's

educational needs can best be met by a combinat¡on of focused and prac-

tical seminars and short courses for present and prospective profesional

employees, support for enrichment of the railroad content of un¡vers¡ty

course'offerings ¡n transportation, a university railroad research program,
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and support of fellowships. The railroads are having little difficulty in
attracting talented people, but these new employees typically have no
spec¡al¡zed railroad knowledge, and th¡s adversely affects lob expecta-
tions, career motivation. and employee retention. Railroads actively
recruit the small number of new graduates who have tra¡ning in the
rail field. The other segments of the industry have greater recruiting
problems and correspondingly greater needs for improved educat¡on
programs. lt ¡s mncluded that the recommendd university programs
will have an immediate and positive ¡mpact on railroad job recruiting and
will help to strengthen innovation ¡n the ra¡lroad industry.

As the railroad industry enters the 1980s, events are
occurring that are primarily outside its control and that
promise to affect it significantly. One is the movement
to deregulate, in an economic sense, all surface freight
transportation agencies. The other is the energy short-
age, as a result of which the relatively fuel-efficient rail
roads may have the opportunity to regain former traffic
and to attract new traffic if they can satisfactorily meet
the service demands of shippers,

Despite what appears to be an improving financial
climate for the railroad industry, interested observers
such as government regulators, planners, shippers,
academicians, consultants, and investors question the
capability of railroad management to take advantage of
the new opportunities available to it. Sources for the
development of future railroad management have at-
tracted the attention of those related to the industry.
The question is asked, Are currently used management
sources adequate for the coming decade?

In response, the University of Tennessee, under a con-
tract with the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA),
has conducted a study of railroad educational needs (1)
with the following specific objectives: (a) to determine
the extent of the need for future qualified managers and
engineers in this country's railroad industry, (b) to de-
termine whether existing educational programs can meet
this need, and (c) to recommend programs for resolving
any deficiencies.

The study, which was carried out during December
19?B and the 1979 calendar year, concluded that the
modern educatíonal needs of the railroad industry can
best be met by a combination of focused and practical
seminars and short courses for both present and entering
professional employees, by support for enrichment of
the railroad content of university transportation courses,
by a university railroad research program, and by fel-
lowship support.

METHODOLOGY, RESEARCH PLAN,
AND PROCEDURE

Primary research sources for the study reported in this
paper were (a) interviews with members of the railroad
industry, state governments, colleges and universities,
industry associations, consulting firms, and various
other agencies and (b) solicited materials on railroad
in-house and outside educational programs offered and,/
or supported by the carriers.

Interviews

Because of the exploratory, somewhat open-ended nature
of this study, the researchers decided at the start that
interviews should constitute the primary study resource.
Interviews were held with more than 90 individuals
representing some 35 companies, associations, and
educational institutions.

Interviews were held both individually and with groups,
whichever the interviewer felt would be most effective.
Generally, the purpose of the interview was to determine
what the individual or individuals perceived to be the
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rail industry's present and future management needs in
operations, engineering, and marketing and the degree
of difficulty that would be involved in successfully meet-
ing these needs.

The selection of railroads and of individuals within
companies to interview depended primarily on the degree
to which the researchers were personally acquainted
with managers of the carriers. In choosing individuals,
a careful attempt was made to include managers who
worked with or were responsible for recently hired em-
ployees being trained for future management responsi-
bilities-not the persons who actually carried out the
hiring. As a result, fewer than 15 percent of those in-
terviewed were involved directly in personnel and re-
lated activities.

Solicited Material

Although the interviews constituted the primary source
of information in the study, the team collected a wealth
of material on existing educational programs from the
catriers and other private and public agencies connected
with the railroads and the transportation industry gen-
erally,

NEED FOR FUTURE RAILROAD
MANAGEMENT

Preliminary Quantitative Estimates

Although a survey of the railroads to estimate future
personnel needs was not included in the scope of the
study, an attempt was made to bound the size of the po-
tential problem. Railroad employment statistics showed
that the total number of executives, officers, and staff
varied between 16 000 and 17 000 for the 1971-19?B
period, In interviews with railroad management, there
was agreement that from two-thirds to three-quarters
of top and middle management would have to be replaced
in the coming decade. If it is assumed that 16 500 is
an average yearly number of managerial and staff people,
then two-thirds replacement in 10 years means 10 ?20
people, or 10?2 yearly; a three-quarters replacement
means 12 375 individuals, or 1238 annually.

The yearly figures, of course, assume an even re-
placement rate over the decade. Such an assumption
may be heroic. It is anticipated that a majority of the
replacements could be required as early as in the next
five years, Such a development would obviously increase
yearly replacement needs substantially.

In summary, the research team concluded that a defi-
nite need exists and will continue to exist in the next 5-10
years for replacement of managerial personnel, but it
is virlually impossible to determine an exact annual num-
ber. It could vary from more than 1000 to 3000/year.

Views of the Railroad Industry

The researchers interviewed 66 employees representing
15 railroads. It is felt that these interviews constitute
the greatest contribution of this study to the literature.
The interviewees were candid and open, and all appeared
genuinely interested in the study and sympathetic toward
what it seeks to accomplish. The interviews included
the following areas:

1. The extent of current and future needs in the rail
industry in terms of engineering, operations, and mar-
keting managers;

2. The degree of specialization in railroad subjects
preferred by the industry in recruiting;

3. The industry's preference for in-house training,
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vis-ä-vis externally operated training programs, pos-
sibly fostered by onê or more government agencies; and

4. The effect of the overall railroad image of decline
and marginal financial status on hiring for entry-level
management positions.

Current and Future Management Needs

For the industry as a whole, 50 percent of the current
work force is scheduled for retirement in 10 years, The
process has been accelerated for nonmanagement per-
sonnel in recent years through various early-retirement
programs established by the carriers, Similar progÌâms
for management will be instituted, thereby hurrying the
day when replacements will be necessary, The inter-
viewees agreed that there would be a substantial need
for managers at all levels of the industry in the coming
years, but they were also in virtually complete agree-
ment that the industry would be capable of providing its
own replacements without any direct government as-
sistance.

Specialists or Generalists

The railroads hire two types of college graduates on the
bachelor's level: (a) engineers, primarily civil, but also
including mechanical and electrical, and (b) graduates
with degrees in virtually every other field of study'
Only one carrier had trouble hiring all the civil engi-
neers for which it had available positions, but this re-
flected its abnormally high requirements during the cur-
rent period of widespread, substantial right-of-way re-
habilitation. AII carriers had trouble hiring the required
number of mechanical and electrical engineers, but this
merely reflected a nationwide shortage of such individ-
uals and was not limited to the railroad industry.

In the second category, which included business,
liberal arts, and all remaining majors, the carriers
exhibited confidence that they could obtain the number
of graduates they required as and when they required
them. In fact, in many instances the graduates con-
tacted the railroads for employment and not vice versa'
as might be expected. This was particularly true in the
case of marginal or money-losing carriers, to which
the challenge of providing rail service under difficult
circumstances evidently attracted candidates.

Particularly surprising was the carriers' preference
for hiring what can be called generalists as opposed to
specialists. This preference extended to both engineers
and all other graduates. This is not to say that some
specialized course work in rail is not helpful as a means
of informing candidates on the background and nature
of the railroad business, especially liberal-arts candi-
dates and other non-business-oriented graduates. Some
amount of rail orientation can accelerate job training
and reduce the dropout rate among the newly hired, but,
in the opinion of the managers, any advantage of a spe-
cially trained individual over a generally trained person
would disappear in a year's time. A college record that
shows rail or transportation content is often taken to
signal genuine interest in the industry.

The managers were concerned about the overall in-
ability of college graduates to communicate effectively
or to approach problem solving with a realistic, logical
attitude and procedure. An ability to deal with people
was another missing ingredient, but most interviewees
admitted that this capability had to be learned primarily
through on-the-job ex¡rerience.

In-House Versus External Railroad
Training and Orientation

The extent to which the managers opposed the teaching
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of practical railroad material to hirees by an agency or
institution other than the rail industry itself was some-
what surprising. With the usual exceptions, the industry
people regarded external educational influences with sus-
picion, evidently fearing that such teaching might vary
from policies and practices regarded as sacred by the
individual firms involved.

In the exceptions to the prevailing opinion, some
managers emphatically supported the concept of ex-
ternal teaching, primarily as a vehicle for promoting
change in the industry. In one particularly informative
session, a young operations manager compared the way
in which rail-freight-classification procedures would be
taught by a railroad with the way in which they should be

taught. In the former case, the process would simply
be described and be accompanied by a visit to a classifi-
cation facility. In the latter case, the description and

visit would be included but, in addition, the procedure's
effect on overall rail operations would then be analyzed
and the implications of classification on each road's
ability or inability to compete with other transportation
modes in terms of price and service would be under-
scored. The fact that the procedure is extremely costly
and causes delays and frequent unreliable delivery times
should be acknowledged, yet traditional management
probably would regard such an orientation as "rocking
the boat" and consequently undesirable.

An alternative favored by several interviewees in-
volved government aid to colleges and universities to
establish orientation courses in railroading or to inte-
grate surface transportation topics. A major in rail-
roading or transportation was not necessarily recom-
mended. Again, in dealing with teaching beyond the basic
stages, the majority's preference for in-house inter-
mediate and advanced training was reflected'

One alternative suggested consisted of financial sup-
port for respected individual professors of general engi-
neering or economics and business courses. These
people would not necessârily teach transportation courses

þer se but would inject railroading into their offerings
in the form of examples, arousing student interest in it
by their knowledge of and enthusiasm for the mode.

Railroad Image and Its Effect

The importance of the railroad industry's public image
in the hiring of future management was raised in virtually
all interviews. Not surprisingly, the profitable carriers
said the overall image was no problem' Interested stu-
dents knew which companies were financially stable and
so were not affected by the often-accepted public view
that all the roads were bankrupt. The marginal car-
riers did feel image to be a problem in hiring but, once
an individual was employed, the problem disappeared.
Of some surprise was the extrlerience of bankrupt and
money-losing companies. Rather than being forced to
seek applicants, these companies were sought out by
job candidates. The challenge of being part of a valid
mode of transportation that currenUy finds itself in de-
cline and precarious financial straits attracted individ-
uals who seek responsibility early in their careers while
simultaneously supporting a worthy cause'

Most of those interviewed recognized the need to
change traditional railroad policies in handling entry-
level management. Long hours without overtime pay,
24-hour responsibility, frequent assignment of responsi-
bility without equivalent authority, stifling bureaucracies
that discourage innovation, and forced moves around the

system one or more times a year all contribute to a rela-
tively high turnover rate among young managers. Fur-
thermore, not only do the earriers have to satisfy the
hiree, but they also have to win the support of the spouse

and the family.
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A few interviewees felt that such changes would not
significantly alter the industry or its conditions and that
the problem consisted merely of finding the right people.

Significance of Railroad Opinion

The researchers concluded the following regarding the
opinions of rail management:

1. Management's reluctance to accept managerial
changes in operating and marketing policies and prac-
tices, particularly changes advanced by relatively inex-
perienced employees, is very real, Any change, much
less that advocated by a newcomer to the industry, is
regarded with suspicion.

2. The industry-particularly the relatively profitable
earriers-is suspicious of government intervention in its
affairs, Most companies welcomed the researchers,
but a few either failed to respond to the request for in-
formation or refused assistance outright. Regardless
of the companies' reasoning in deciding to help or hinder
the research, their attitude must be considered in evalu-
ãting various methods by which one or more government
agencies can aid future rail education,

The railroad industry is still primarily privately
owned and operated, The financial success of most of
its member firms, at least to date, is not a function of
government subsidy. Thus, its management, which is
traditionally independent and conservative, does not have
to embrace government programs or the products of
those programs. In addition, since rail rights-of-way
remain for the most part privately owned, there is not
the opportunity for training individuals to build, maintain,
and operate the rail infrastructure that there is in high-
way, water, and air transportation-unless, of course,
the industry wants to turn this responsibility over to
government, something it has shown little inclination
to do.

It is important to recognize that most of present rail
management, particularly at the middle levels where
personnel decisions are made, is the product of an educa-
tional system that provided little opportunity for studying
railroad or other transportation subjects. Thus, they
may not be able to fully appreciate the advantages to be
gained from studies that prepare a graduate to deal ef-
fectively with the emerging technical, economic, and
regulatory changes that promise to radically alter the
railroad business in the medium- to long-term future.

The manifestations of changing circumstances for the
railroad industry are numerous. The industry is daily
being required to become more responsive to the dynamic
nature of the business of provicling transportation ser-
vice, Market conditions in the railroad industry and
factors related to competition are undergoing a con-
tinual process of change, and the response of the in-
dustry to such change must be managed effectively by
those who have decision-making responsibility. In ad-
dition, the outlook for government regulatory policy
suggests that the economic structure of the railroad
industry may be subject to change, which emphasizes
the need to be able to react to change as it occurs,
Another example is the area of technology, where new
developments in signaling and communications, railroad
power systems, traffic control systems, data process-
ing, automation of rail yards, rail-Iine electrification,
intermodal equipment and services, and the performance
of track systems under heavier loads require the atten-
tion of engineers and managers who are able to foster
innovation, Thus, the e4pressed opinions of railroad
management concerning the need for railroad specialists
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must be balanced against the fact that engineering and
managerial philosophies that guided operations success-
fuIIy years ago may no longer be valid.

Views of Rail Planners

RaiI planners in state governments, federal agencies,
and consulting firms have educational needs that differ
substantially from those perceived by the railroads, In
general, these segments have a greater need for univer-
sity graduates who have specialized training in rail
transportation and in other surface transportation sub-
jects.

State RaiI Planners

State government agencies involved in rail freight plan-
ning have a great need for experienced and skilled per-
sonnel. Unfortunately, there is a shortage of such in-
dividuals in state transportation organizations, and the
states generally cannot readily hire recent graduates
who have the requisite skills, Frequent personnel
freezes and increasing resistance to the establishment
of new programs are major factors. The inability of
states to offer competitive salaries to new graduates,
particularly those with master's and Ph. D, degrees,
also contributes. Those states that are in a position to
hire rail specialists are interested in hiring people who
have taken courses in rail transportation and in sup-
porting subjects such as public policy, public administra-
tion, and operations research.

Given the problem of attracting qualified personnel
from universities and from the railroads, most state
rail persorurel enter the field from other areas, Typi-
cally, people who have been engaged in transit or high-
way planning, engineering, or administration are re-
cruited to fill positions in the area of rail planning.
Since these individuals have very little, if any, rail ex-
perience, there is a great need in the states for special-
ized short courses in rail. Almost any aspect of rail-
roading that could be covered by this means would find
support among the state agencies. Courses in railroad
operations, railroad engineering, rail cost-accounting
procedures, finance, rail regulation, and benefit-cost
analysis were frequently mentioned as needs,

Federal Agencies

Federal transportation agencies have less problem in
obtaining new hirees than do state agencies. Federal
salaries are quite competitive with those available in
the private sector. The federal agencies are partic-
ularly active in recruiting recent graduates with
master's or Ph,D, degrees with a specialty in trans-
portation.

Consulting Firms

Consulting firms are the least constrained of any segment
of the industry in terms of their ability to attract and
hire qualified personnel in the rail area. Because of the
diverse nature of consulting practice, these firms are
very active in recruiting people from transportation and
operations research programs in the universities, Con-
sulting firms basically want well-rounded individuals
who have superior analytic and communications skills.
They recruit from the same programs as those described
for the federal agencies.

SURVEY OF EXiSTING EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS

A major portion of this study focused on the identifica-
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tion of educational programs' courses' or seminars
that pertain directly, or are broadly applicable, to the
areJof railroad transportation. Included were programs
offered by universities, railroads, equipment suppliers,
and consulting firms and associations' The primary
purpose was io develop an understanding of the extent to
wtriãh rail-oriented educational programs are in evi-
dence, thus providing a firm basis for recommending
the types of þrograms that should be developed or rein-
torcãã to meet the projected needs of the industry' Re-
search sources included articles in the trade press'
some unpublished research, and personal letters re-
questing information from representatives of academia,
iailroads, equipment suppliers, and consultants and

interested individuals.
The following types of programs were included:

1. Degree programs-(a) engineering, (b) manage-

ment, and (c) interdisciPlinarY;
2. Company programs-(a) railroad in-house and (b)

equipment suPPliers; and- 3. Seminái programs-(a) general and (b) specific'

The degree programs noted in this study were limited
exclusively to those offered by colleges and universities
throughout the United States. Both regular and coopera-
tive eãucational programs were considered' Company
programs includèd both those offered internally by do-

-""ti. railroads and any that have been developed by

suppliers of equipment to the rail industry' FinaIIy,

""^riin"" 
o" torkãhop programs could have been offered

by any of the groupJuñder study. Included as possible
sä.r""es of such programs were educational institutions'
equipment suppliìrs, railroads, consulting firms, and

various associations.

Research Findings

Several findings of a general nature deserve attention'
There is no current, authoritative source of information
on educational programs related to the railroad industry'
Aside from the Ïact that there are a number of highly
regarded and very visible programs' identifying lesser-
knówn educational programs is at best a hit-or-miss
proposition.- 

Àlttrougir there are available a great number of edu-
cational programs that deal generally with transporta-
tion, theie áre very few that are tailored specifically
to túe needs of the railroad industry, Instead, the claÍm
is made frequently by those who offer these programs
that certain portions of the subject content are applicable
to the railroãd industry or perhaps that the value to the
railroad industry is implicit in the structure of the pro-
gram.

The number of programs to be considered is dimin-
ished substa¡tially if one restricts attention to under-
graduate and graduate engineering, interdisciplinary,
ór *anagement programs; short courses; and seminars.
This stuãy doesìot adopt such a limitation, trut it does
emphasize the fact that a significant portion of the pro-
gra*s that are reportedly offered are not managerially
ãriented but focus on providing tools and techniques for
skilled and semiskilled railroad employees.

There is no general consensus among executives of
the rail industry as to what the industry's educational
needs are. For this reason, it is difficult to claim that
any of the courses or programs discussed here are of
suãh overriding importance thât the industry could not
continue to function effectively without them'

I

Degree Programs

Engineering

The extent to which most colleges of engineering can

devote specific attention to the engineering aspects of-

railroad-operations is somewhat limited' For example,

an Ameridan Railway Engineering Association (AREA)

survey of undergraduate curricula related to railway
engineering at 99 schools found that, even at the few
scñools that did cover the subject, no semester hours
of required courses and an average of only 4.43 semester
hours of elective courses pertained to the topic of rail-
way engineering. Only 15-20 colleges and universities
have format engineering course offerings specifically
devoted to railroads. It is possible, however, that the

national attention given to the generally deteriorated
condition of the track and roadbed of many railroad fa-
cilities will encourage greater future academic interest
in railway engineering at the expense of the attention
now directed toward highway construction.

It is appropriate here to comment on the value of
cooperati'ie programs in relation to the educational needs

of the railroãd industry' Cooperative education is de-
lined as the integration of classroom theory with prac-
tical experience so that students have specific periods
of clasJ attendance and specific periods of employment'
The railroad industry has participated in the program
and is an ideal industry to make use of it. There are
literally hundreds of jobs in railroading in which a stu-
dent can learn the industry from the ground up and at
the same time perform a useful service. This method
of recruitment can supply a steady source of well-trained
employees to the railroad industry.

Management

The management category includes degree programs
that are oriented toward the management of railroads
and rail operations rather than toward the technical as-
pects of süch operations. Such programs, typically
iound as curriculum offerings in colleges of business
administration, colleges of management or administra-
tive science, and schools of management studies, tend

to emphasizô the economic aspects of transportation a¡d
transportation systems in general' Few business
schoóls offer courses devoted specifically to railroad
management or operations. Although the principles of
rail management receive attention in many programs,
such coveiage is frequenUy in the context of the larger
transportatiõn perspective' This is not necessarily a

deficiency, however, since a souncÌ understanding of the
Eeneral orinciples of business management provides a

ãuitableïackground for those who aspire to careers in
railroad manágement. In addition, familiarity with the

managerial anã operating aspects of competitor indus-
triesihould be considered a positive aspect of the stu-
dent's academic PreParation.

InterdisciplinarY

A limited number of schools were found to offer relevant
interdisciplinary programs. As a complement to exist-
ing formJl programs, however, it is important to note

tirät an inteidiJciplinary approach to rail education is
evident in the orgãnizational format and research pro-
grams of the transportation research centers that exist
át a number of leading colleges and universities'
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Company Programs

Railroad In-House

Railroads support or provide their professional em-
ployees with college or university degree programs,
management training and orientation, management de-
velopment, specialized skills development, and technical
education programs. The overall conclusion is that,
although there are some differences among railroads,
the industry recognizes a wide variety of educational
needs and relies on both internal and external sources
for the preparation and execution of many such programs,

Individual railroads tend to be informed about and to
recruit from specific programs offered at institutions
within their respective operating regions. There is
considerable disagreement among industry representa-
tives as to the value of degree programs designed spe-
cifically to meet the needs of the railroad industry as
opposed to more general approaches to the education of
potential employees.

All railroads that participated in the personal inter-
views or responded to the written request for informa-
tion indicated at least some formal, internal technical
education programs, The main focus of this study, how-
ever, excluded technical offerings from consideration,

Equipment Suppliers

A letter was sent to a number of ma¡ufacturers and
vendors of railroad equipment to request information
on their education programs or courses, Since equip-
ment suppliers generally focus on the technical aspects
of railroading, their educational offerings do not assist
the management development process, Virtually all
railroads use this source for the detailed and practical
technical knowledge needed for job performance.

Seminar Programs

General

The category of general seminar progrâms includes a
wide range of seminar, workshop, or short-course pro-
grams that are of general interest to those engaged in
the professions of business management and engineering.
Although such programs are not designed specifically to
meet the needs of the railroad industry, railroad person-
nel can often benefit from partieipation in high-quality
course offerings of a general (as opposed to a
disciplinary-specific) nature. Frequently mentioned
examples are the advanced management programs of-
fered by Harvard and Sta¡ford Universities.

Specific

A number of management development and engineering
programs are structured specifically to meet the needs
of the railroad industry. Five schools in particular-
Northwestern University, the University of lllinois,
Pennsylvania State University, the University of Ten-
nessee, and Princeton University-are representative
of schools that are currently engaged in such programs,

Three transportation management programs that are
somewhat more general in nature were cited by industry
representatives as being responsive to the educational
needs of the rail industry. These are programs offered
by Northwestern University, Columbia University, and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

Evaluation of the study findings leads to the following
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conclusions concerning the future educational needs of
the railroad industry:

1. University programs in railroad education will
probably never again be large enough to completely fill
the demand for new managers and engineers, and this
will force the railroads to continue to hire and train
graduates with diverse backgrounds.

2. The railroads'practice of actively recruiting the
few graduates who have done course work in rail trans-
portation suggests that such individuals are perceived
to be potentially valuable and highly motivated additions
to their professional staTfs.

3, A mixture of academic programs and continuing-
education opportunities will be needed to respond to the
broad array of railroad educational needs.

4. External teaching of railroad and rail-related
subjects is a means of strengthening the industry's
ability to innovate in response to a rapidly changing
technological and business environment,

5, The expressed opinions of railroad management
concerning the need for railroad specialists must be
bala¡ced against the fact that engineering and managerial
philosophies that successfully guided operations in the
past may no longer be valid.

6. Railroads actively use and support external edu-
cational programs, particularly those that complement
their in-house programs, those that promise to enha¡ce
managerial effectiveness, and those that disseminate new
technological developments.

1, Some form of introduction to the railroad indus-
try-its characteristics, uniqueness, demanding nature,
and problems-should be available to individuals who
are considering it as a career.

B. Interdisciplinary skills are desirable for decision
makers at all levels of railroad management.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the conclusions reached above, four possible
forms of federal assistance that will materiallv aid rail-
road education are recommended: (a) short courses,
(b) curriculum enrichment, (c) university research, and
(d) fellowships.

Short Courses

Short courses would last one week and would take in
between a university quarterrs and semester's work.
Four specific short courses not currently available are
recommended: (a) basic transportation, (b) surface
tra-nsportation, (c) railroad transportation, and (d) rail-
road engineering. In addition to these, advanced courses
of shorter duration that focus on specific technical and
managerial subjects should be developed.

The recommended courses would be taught at a junior-
senior university level and would be designed for two
groups: (a) recent graduates or those entering their
senior year who are interested in entering the railroad
industry but have not been able to learn much about it
either through college courses or work experience and
(b) employees of the railroad industry who management
feels should broaden their knowledge and outlook as a
basis for future promotion (for example, orienting a
union member who has management potential toward
management's approach to problem solving and decision
making). Ideally, these short courses would alleviate
the potential shortage of railroad manâgers in the coming
years by making college graduates more attractive
ca¡didates for entry-level management positions and by
retraining promising personnel who are already part of
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the industry for promotion to management positions'
Clearly, therè must be a certain degree of profes-

sional uniformity in the presentation of the short courses'
This requirement is one reason for the direct involve-
ment of the federal government in putting on the pro-
grams. For example, they could be offered by FRA or
ãnder a program similar to that of the National Highway

Institute: Èut, in view of the rail industry's attitude
ioward government involvement in activities directly or
indirectly related to it, the programs shotld be orga-
nized and presented under the auspices of- one or more
property aicredited colleges or universities' The U'S'
bepãrtment of Transportation (DOT) would establish
unilform minimum stándards to be met and would arrange
whole or partial funding of the courses until such time
as they become self-supporting or until a decision is
made lhat FRA will sponsor a continuing program in
rail education similar to the tra¡sit and highway pro-
grams of the Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(UUte) and the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), resPectivelY,

The óost tõ present a five-day course that involves
30 participants will vary from $10 000 to $40 000, de-
pettding oñ which speeific expense categories are in-
ãtr¿"¿ (tfr" latter figure includes course-development
costs). This estimate excludes travel and per-diem

"ã"i.'fo" 
participants, which woulcl average about $500/

person. Most rãilroads are willing to underwrite these

ãosts for worthwhile programs' FRA might want to
consider funding these e4penses for government
employees.

these estimated cost levels are the principal argu-
ment for initial federal support. Because some of the

desirable and recommended courses are exlrerimental
in nature, most universities and other course offerors
would be reluctant to commit significant development
resolrces to them' Federa-l funding would thus accel-
erate the process of course development and would keep

attendancô costs low enough to encourage participation
by a wide range of people, including personnel of mar-
ginal and bankrupt railroad companies; rail planners
émployed by federal, state, and local government agen-
cieã; an¿ individuals interested in entering the railroad
field. The railroads themselves do not fund external
course-development efforts but support them by sending
paying participants' Thus, once the course-s are operat-
ing, thôV could be supported by attendance fees' In this
inãiatrce, FRA should consider continued funding of at-
tenda¡rce fees for public employees and other eligible
individuals.

Curriculum Enrichment

The rail industry strongly favors assistance to existing
university programs for maintaining and enhancing their
couerage of thã rail mode. This would have the benefits
of keep-ing the university corhmunity involved in the future
of tneiailroads and maintaining the relevance and tech-
nical accuracy of university rail-related education and

research programs' Funds channeled to university
faculty membèrs to improve the railroad content of
transportation course offerings would be used for salary
s.tppoìt, student assistants, support sta-ff, travel to
various' railroads and to rail-related conJerences, mate -
rials, and small, exploratory research efforts' In es-
s.rrcé, this progiamwould establish one or more "mini-
chairé" in ràit (or perhaps surface) transportation. The

trucking and package-express industries and a few other
segmenls of the transportation industry currently sup-
poit university professorships. FRA should explore
^the 

development of similar programs for the railroad
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industry, perhaps in cooperation with the Association
of American Railroads (AAR).

Funding for curriculum enrichment will be attractive
to universities if there are assurances of continuity'
Universities are somewhat reluctant to accept program
specialization in the face of possible funding-curtailment
eäch year. This is less of a problem if established pro-
gra*i with existing rail coverage are selected for sup-

[ort, Funding needs vary directly with faculty salaries
änd with the pãrcentage of program commitment that FRA

is willing to invest. The typical annual funding for an

enrichmént'progra.m large enough to have an impact is
approximately $+o ooo/recipient/year. The. railroads
halve indicateà tireir willingness to make available data,

case studies, gu.est speâkers, and similar resources
but have not.shown any interest in providing funding' The

involvement of AAR in program development could be

instrumental in changing this'

University Research

All segments of the rail industry support the idea of a
federally sponsored university railroad research pro-
gram. beveral rail carriers have suggested that the

industry could make use of the research results and

should Le willing to provide financial support (the latter
idea, of cou"sef is fess attractive to the marginal roads)'
Ail ínterviewees appreciated the educationa-l value and

the curriculum-enrichment aspects of such a program'
There was also considerable sentiment among the rail-
roads for enlisting the aid of AAR in ensuring the rele-
vance of the research and to provide access to industry
data.

There are ample precedents and guidelines for FRA

to follow in establishing a university research program'
Three existing programs in the transportation area are
the Office of University Research (OUR) Program of
DOT, the UMTA University Research and Training Pro-
grãti, una the Maritime Administration's University
Research Program'

Railroad rðsearch projects at universities are most

effective if they are funded for a period of one or two

yãa"s ana invoive several faculty members and students'

Annual tunding requests in the range of $60 000-$120 000

would be typicat. Annual total funding of $1 million
wouta proviãe for an average of 10-15 active projects'
iiti" "i-¡"" 

would currenUy cover most of the institu-
tions that have sufficient rail expertise to warrant
support."5oi'r:""ady 

funds some university railroad research
u"¿"" lnã a.t"pi""" of the oUR program' However' rail

"ã"""".it 
proiosals must compete with pr,ojects in all

areas of tranÈportation for the limited OUR funds' Fur-
ih""*o"", some meritorious rail research may be too

specific to justify OUR support. Universities are some-

times succéssfui in competing for FRA research con-

i"".tt, but these often láck the long-term commitment

an¿ ftéxi¡itity that are prized elements of university re-
search. The researchìponsored by AAR is highly prob-

iem oriented and often short term and therefore incom-
patible with most university programs' For these rea-
ãã"", 

" 
special university railroad research program is

,r"".ât""y if this avenue for improving academic pro-
g"";t i."p"""u"¿. This option has been îound to be

ñigirry effôctive in other transportation .specialties ; re -

"ãä"1ft 
increases faculty involvement, interest, motiva-

tion, a-nd competence, which in turn leads to improved

.tìaãrgraa,tatd and graduate courses and to new short
ão"""õ.. In view of the benefits to the industry, a joint

f'na-a¡n university research program would be ap-

propriate.

I
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Fellowships

A university research program would provide student
funding in the form of graduate research assistantships
or funding for undergraduate hourly employees. In place
of or in addition to this, grants for railroad educatiõn
could be made directly. A program of support to in-
dividual graduate fellows would require $?000-$12 000/
yearfellow, depending on the levei of tuition and fees.
A $ 1 million program would fund about 100 graduate
fellows. Irr comparison, FHWA currenfly offers about
186 fellowships/year for studies in highway transpor-
tation.

Again, there are existing models for FRA to follow.
Both FHWA and UMTA sponsor fellowships. Their en-
abling legislation and program guidelines can be useful
in structuring a similar program for FRA.

Railroad funding of graduate study is extremely rare,
since individual railroads find it difficult to grant an
employee a fulI year of leave and are concerned about
losing the employee after they have paid for his or her
education. Yet the industry as a whole benefits from the
advanced education of its professionals. This is a strong
argument for federal funding of railroad fellowships or,
for that matter, for funding of the other university pro-
grams described above.

SUMMARY

A well-coordinated and government-aided program con-
sisting of short courses targeted to entry-level profes-
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sionals, enrichment of university curricula, university
railroad research, and fellowships for studies in rail
management and engineering will meet the modern educa-
tional needs of the railroad industry, Annual funding of
$1 million would support aly one of the following (af-
though combinations are obviously preferable): 40 one-
week short courses, 25 rail transportation professor-
ships, 15 university research projects, or 100 graduate
fellows. This program would do much to provide the
railroads with a new pool of talent, people with strong
career motivation and the skills needed to.respond to the
changing business and technological environment of the
railroad industry.
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Program for Certifying Transportation
Engineering Technicians
Larry E. Jones

The results of a joint effort by the lnstitute for the Certification of
Engineering Technicians (ICET), the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials, and the Federal Highway Admin_
istration-to establ¡sh and p¡lot-test a program for certifying transporta_
tion engineering techn¡c¡ans are summarized, The program thæ iesulted
from this effort provides four levels of certification in 

-each 
of six broad

disciplines: construct¡on, design, mater¡als, traffic operat¡ons, surveys.
and ma¡ntenance. Under the program, techn¡cians may be certified
by ICET once they demonstrate relevant exper¡ence and performance
capabilities, as verified by professional engineers and qualified techni-
cians, and satisfactor¡ly complete tests adm¡n¡stered by ICET. The
certification program was p¡lot.tested ¡n the state highway departments
of North Dakota, Rhode lsland, and Utah. These tests w;re successful,
and the ICET cert¡f¡cat¡on program is now open to anyone who wishes
to use it. A second facet of the joint effort is discussed_i.e., the attempt
by.lCET to ¡dent¡fy train¡ng materials that technicians can study to
bolster their knowledge in specific fields and to prepare themselves
for certif¡cat¡on examinations. Numerous tra¡n¡ng materials were
¡dent¡fied. lt was found that the lnternat¡onal Correspondence Schools
offer many coursesthat are closely aligned with the tiaining needs of
transportat¡on engineering technicians.

Highway administrators and personnel managers have
for several years discussed the potential values of
developing a national program for certifying transpor-

tation engineering technicians. Among the benefits they
thought could be derived from such a program were

1, Nationwide acceptance of criteria for assessing
and determining career status for technicians and
technologists in highway transportation,

2. A rigorous means for relating state civil-service
position classifications to staff technical capability,

3. A rational basis for collective-bargaining negotia-
tions to help ensure proper recognition of technical
competence as opposed to longevity,

4. Increased assurance that work assignments
within agencies are based on job proficiency and that
demonstrated proficiency receives due recognition
across agency lines,

5. Imploved work performance and sharpenecl knowl-
edge and skills that result from a certification program
undergirded by appropriate training, and

6. Improved employee morale and motivation result-
ing from personal satisfaction and from employer recog-
nition of the employee's milestone accomplishments as
the employee works toward certification and career
advancement.


